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PLN well-positioned to continue rallying despite 

divergences in CEE monetary policy
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In our previous PLN outlook, we argued that the

National Bank of Poland would prevent the Polish zloty

from gaining too much strength by putting FX

intervention back on the market’s radar after the bank

intervened in currency markets in December when

EURPLN was trading around the 4.5 level. While we

believe this still holds until the recovery phase is well

underway, a recent weakening of the zloty after the

Covid-19 wave peaked in March reduced the need for
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While many EM central banks have been forced to start hiking 

interest rates already or signal the start of normalising policy, the 

NBP has kept its communication closer to that of the Fed or ECB. 

Currency Pair
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12-month
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EURPLN 4.51 4.48 4.40 4.30

USDPLN 3.73 3.67 3.57 3.46
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the NBP to intervene in FX markets.

The latest wave forced the government to tighten measures until midway through April, which

drove EURPLN to 4.6804, comfortably steering clear of levels that had previously seen

intervention by the NBP. Since then, the zloty has pared back losses by around 3%, with the

currency now trading around the 4.53 level. This is a smaller percentage change compared to

the 3.8% recovery in CZK and 5.2% recovery in HUF since their March lows against the euro

(chart 1). Divergences in monetary policy between the National Bank of Poland and other

Central Eastern European (CEE) central banks over the past months have driven the rally in

other CEE currencies vs PLN.

We remain moderately bullish on PLN for the remainder of the year as the improvement in

broader risk sentiment bodes well for a general EM rally, while the zloty is also set to benefit

from Poland’s current account surplus and prospects of improvement in economic conditions

domestically. We have adjusted our forecasts to reflect the new divergence in central bank

policy in the CEE region and the nation’s recovery from the recent Covid-19 peak, which means

our forecasts envisage a somewhat slower PLN rally than previously suggested.

https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/outlooks/nbp-to-continue-weakening-the-zloty-until-an-economic-recovery-kickstarts/
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Chart 1: PLN recovery from March lows lags vs CZK and HUF as monetary policy diverges, 

but the path ahead looks bright
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Poland likely to see continuous overshoots in inflation, but the NBP

won’t care

Poland is one of the outperformers in the EM space in terms of returning to pre-pandemic

real GDP levels, although debt metrics have worsened accordingly as well. This is partly due

to the large fiscal response during the first wave of the pandemic, which was sizeable at

14.1% of GDP in total.

Many of the measures 

included loans and credit 

guarantees and have expired 

by now, but it supported 

Poland’s economic output 

throughout 2020.

Poland’s response to the second wave

included exemptions from social security

contributions, subsidised loans and wage

subsidies of around 1.7% of GDP in total

– far smaller than the first fiscal

response to the pandemic. These

measures were then extended into

March and April when the third wave hit

the nation.
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Chart 2: Poland’s smaller hit to GDP throughout the pandemic allows for earlier pre-

pandemic output levels.
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Meanwhile, inflationary pressures in Poland remain high following booming commodity

prices and disruptions in supply chains. April’s CPI inflation printed at 4.3% on a YoY basis,

but base effects in fuel inflation accounted for most of the increase as they rose by 20.5pp to

28.1% YoY. The core figure printed lower at 3.9%, and although it remains well above the

NBP’s target, the bank reiterated the transitory nature of the current inflation prints in May’s

NBP meeting and maintained a dovish tone. In contrast to other CEE countries like the Czech

Republic and Hungary, Poland shows a more contained link between its exchange rate and

CPI as the level of trade as a percentage of the overall economy is lower. This suggests that

exchange rate fluctuations are likely to have less of an impact on inflation, although the

March sell-off in the zloty may keep CPI elevated over the coming months.

Nevertheless, the National Bank of Poland will likely continue to downplay any overshoots in

inflation for as long as necessary for growth and as long as possible without letting prices get

out control more permanently.

Inflation is also likely to remain elevated in May as well as May 2020 

accounted for a low base in commodity prices compared to this year. 

https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/nbp-leaves-policy-on-hold-while-turning-a-blind-eye-to-aprils-inflation-print/
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NBP didn’t get the CEE memo on tightening monetary policy

As the recovery phase is nearing, the National Bank of Poland is turning less dovish but

remains the most dovish central bank in the region. The Czech National Bank signalled a rate

hike in Q3 2021 already, while the National Bank of Hungary went one step further and

hinted at policy tightening this quarter. Meanwhile, the Central Bank of Russia already hiked

interest rates by 75bps to 5% over the course of two meetings this year. The CBR signalled

their key rate will average at 4.8%-5.4% this year and 5.3%-6.3% in 2022, according to a

trajectory published alongside their latest statement. Meanwhile, the NBP stayed away from

providing any timeline for policy normalisation as they prefer to prioritise the economic

recovery, but we expect the NBP to hold rates at least until Q1 2022 when the terms of seven

of the Council members expire. This makes the National Bank of Poland the dovish outlier

within the region, which in turn makes the Polish zloty a good candidate for shorting vs other

CEE candidates as it is one of the lower yielding EM currencies. We have reflected this new

divergence in monetary policy in our forecasts and are now slightly less bullish on PLN than

before, however, good growth prospects domestically and a general EM rally should support

the Polish zloty against both the euro and US dollar going forward, especially as vaccine

developments progress and lockdown measures are further eased.
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Chart 3:

Poland’s less open 

economy reduces 

exchange rate pass-

through via domestic 

inflation
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Disclaimer

This information has been prepared by Monex Europe Limited, an execution-only service provider. The material is for

general information purposes only, and does not take into account your personal circumstances or objectives. Nothing in

this material is, or should be considered to be, financial, investment or other advice on which reliance should be placed. No

representation or warranty is given as to the accuracy or completeness of this information. No opinion given in the material

constitutes a recommendation by Monex Europe Limited or the author that any particular transaction or investment

strategy is suitable for any specific person. The material has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements

designed to promote the independence of investment research, it is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the

dissemination of investment research and as such is considered to be a marketing communication.

https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/pdf/hawkish-czech-national-bank-to-support-czk-rally/
https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/pdf/ruble-to-recover-as-cbr-hikes-rates-but-sanctions-risk-remains/

